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Abstract
In this paper, we propose Weight Standardization (WS)
to accelerate deep network training. WS is targeted at the
micro-batch training setting where each GPU typically has
only 1-2 images for training. The micro-batch training set-
ting is hard because small batch sizes are not enough for
training networks with Batch Normalization (BN), while
other normalization methods that do not rely on batch
knowledge still have difficulty matching the performances
of BN in large-batch training. Our WS ends this problem
because when used with Group Normalization and trained
with 1 image/GPU, WS is able to match or outperform the
performances of BN trained with large batch sizes with only
2 more lines of code. In micro-batch training, WS sig-
nificantly outperforms other normalization methods. WS
achieves these superior results by standardizing the weights
in the convolutional layers, which we show is able to smooth
the loss landscape by reducing the Lipschitz constants of the
loss and the gradients. The effectiveness of WS is verified on
many tasks, including image classification, object detection,
instance segmentation, video recognition, semantic segmen-
tation, and point cloud recognition. The code is available
here: https://github.com/joe-siyuan-qiao/
WeightStandardization.
1. Introduction
Deep learning has advanced the state-of-the-arts in many
vision tasks [4, 12]. Many deep networks use Batch Nor-
malization (BN) [17] in their architectures because BN in
most cases is able to accelerate training and help the mod-
els to converge to better solutions. BN stabilizes the training
by controlling the first two moments of the distributions of
the layer inputs in each mini-batch during training and is
especially helpful for training very deep networks that have
hundreds of layers [13, 14]. Despite its practical success,
BN has several shortcomings that draw a lot of attentions
from researchers. For example, (1) we lack good under-
standings of the reasons of BN’s success, and (2) BN works
well only when the batch size is sufficiently large, which
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Figure 1. Comparing BN [17], GN [42], and our WS used with GN
on ImageNet and COCO. On ImageNet, BN is trained with large
batch sizes while GN and GN+WS are trained with 1 image/GPU.
On COCO, BN is frozen for micro-batch training. The shaded area
is the difference between the reimplemented and the reported APs.
Despite that the GN implementation we use has worse perfor-
mances on COCO (mainly due to hardware constraints), GN+WS
still outperforms both BN and GN comfortably.
prohibits it from being used in micro-batch training. We
argue that these two drawbacks are related: a good under-
standing of BN may lead us to other normalization tech-
niques that train deep networks faster without relying on
any batch knowledge, hence micro-batch training can be
possible. Although some normalization methods are specif-
ically designed for micro-batch training such as Group Nor-
malization (GN) [42], they still have difficulty matching the
performances of BN in large-batch training (Fig. 1).
The widely accepted explanation was related to inter-
nal covariate shift until [37] shows that the performance
gain of BN has little to do with the reduction of internal
covariate shift. Instead, [37] proves that BN makes the
landscape of the corresponding optimization problem sig-
nificantly smoother. We follow this idea and aim to pro-
pose another normalization technique that further smooths
the landscape. Our goal is to accelerate the training of deep
networks like BN but without relying on large batch sizes
during training.
In this paper, we propose Weight Standardization (WS),
which smooths the loss landscape by standardizing the
weights in convolutional layers. Different from the previous
normalization methods that focus on activations [3, 17, 40,
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42], WS considers the smoothing effects of weights more
than just length-direction decoupling [36]. To show its ef-
fectiveness, we study WS from both theoretical and experi-
mental viewpoints. The highlights of our contributions are:
1. Theoretically, we prove that WS reduces the Lipschitz
constants of the loss and the gradients. Hence, WS
smooths the loss landscape and improves training.
2. Experiments show that on tasks where large-batch
training is available (e.g. ImageNet [35]), GN [42] +
WS with batch size 1 is able to match or outperform the
performances of BN with large batch sizes (Fig. 1).
3. For tasks where only micro-batch training is available
(e.g. COCO [22]), GN + WS will significantly im-
prove the performances (Fig. 1).
To show that our WS is applicable to many vision tasks,
we conduct comprehensive experiments, including image
classification on ImageNet dataset [35], object detection
and instance segmentation on COCO dataset [22], video
recognition on Something-SomethingV1 dataset [8], se-
mantic image segmentation on PASCAL VOC [6], and
point cloud classification on ModelNet40 dataset [43]. The
results show that our WS is able to accelerate training and
improve performances on all of them.
2. Weight Standardization
It has been demonstrated that BN influences network
training in a fundamental way: it makes the landscape of the
optimization problem significantly smoother [37]. Specifi-
cally, [37] shows that BN reduces the Lipschitz constants
of the loss function, and makes the gradients more Lips-
chitz, too, i.e., the loss will have a better β-smoothness [29].
These results are done on the activations, which BN stan-
dardizes to have zero mean and unit variance.
We notice that BN considers the Lipschitz constants with
respect to activations, not the weights that the optimizer is
directly optimizing. Therefore, we argue that we can also
standardize the weights in the convolutional layers to fur-
ther smooth the landscape. By doing so, we do not have
to worry about transferring smoothing effects from activa-
tions to weights, and the smoothing effects on activations
and weights are also additive. Based on these motivations,
we propose Weight Standardization.
2.1. Weight Standardization
Here, we show the detailed modeling of Weight Stan-
dardization (WS) (Fig. 2). Consider a standard convolu-
tional layer with its bias term set to 0:
y = Wˆ ∗ x (1)
where Wˆ ∈ RO×I denotes the weights in the layer and
∗ denotes the convolution operation. For Wˆ ∈ RO×I , O
is the number of the output channels, I corresponds to the
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Figure 2. Comparing normalization methods on activations (blue)
and Weight Standardization (orange).
number of input channels within the kernel region of each
output channel. Taking Fig. 2 as an example, O = Cout and
I = Cin × Kernel Size. In Weight Standardization, instead
of directly optimizing the loss L on the original weights Wˆ ,
we reparameterize the weights Wˆ as a function of W , i.e.,
Wˆ = WS(W ), and optimize the loss L on W by SGD:
Wˆ =
[
Wˆ i,j
∣∣ Wˆ i,j = W i,j − µW i,·
σW i,·+
]
(2)
y = Wˆ ∗ x (3)
where
µW i,· =
1
I
I∑
j=1
W i,j , σW i,· =
√√√√1
I
I∑
i=1
(W i,j − µW i,·)2
(4)
Similar to BN, WS controls the first and second moments
of the weights of each output channel individually in convo-
lutional layers. Note that many initialization methods also
initialize the weights in some similar ways. Different from
those methods, WS standardizes the weights in a differen-
tiable way which aims to normalize gradients during back-
propagation. Note that we do not have any affine transfor-
mation on Wˆ . This is because we assume that normaliza-
tion layers such as BN or GN will normalize this convo-
lutional layer again, and having affine transformation will
harm training as we will show in the experiments. In the
following, we first discuss the normalization effects of WS
to the gradients.
2.2. WS normalizes gradients
For convenience, we set  = 0 (in Eq. 2). We first focus
on one output channel c. Let yc ∈ Rb be all the outputs
of channel c during one pass of feedforwarding and back-
propagation, and xc ∈ Rb,I be the corresponding inputs.
. . . x y . . .
W W˙ Wˆ
L
(5) (6)
(7)
(9) (8)
Figure 3. Computation graph for WS in feed-forwarding and back-
propagation. The numbers are equation numbers.
Then, we can rewrite Eq. 2 and 3 as
W˙ c,· =W c,· − 1
I
1〈1,W c,·〉 (5)
Wˆ c,· = W˙ c,·/
(√1
I
〈1, W˙ ◦2c,·〉
)
(6)
yc = xcWˆ c,· (7)
where 〈 , 〉 denotes dot product and ◦2 denotes Hadamard
power. Then, the gradients are
∇W˙ c,·L =
1
σW c,·
(
∇Wˆ c,·L −
1
I
〈Wˆ c,·,∇Wˆ c,·L〉Wˆ c,·
)
(8)
∇W c,·L = ∇W˙ c,·L −
1
I
1〈1,∇W˙ c,·L〉 (9)
Fig. 3 shows the computation graph. Based on the equa-
tions, we observe that different from the original gradients
∇Wˆ c,·L which is back-propagated through Eq. 7, the gra-
dients are normalized by Eq. 8 & 9.
In Eq. 8, to compute∇W˙ c,·L,∇Wˆ c,·L is first subtracted
by a weighted average of ∇Wˆ c,·L and then divided by
σWˆ c,· . Note that when BN is used to normalize this convo-
lutional layer, as BN will compute again the scaling factor
σu, the effects of dividing the gradients by σWˆ c,· will be
canceled in both feedforwarding and back-propagation. As
for the additive term, its effect will depend on the statistics
of∇Wˆ c,·L and Wˆ c,·. We will later show that this term will
reduce the gradient norm regardless of the statistics. As for
Eq. 9, it zero-centers the gradients from W˙ c,·. When the
mean gradient is large, zero-centering will significantly af-
fect the gradients passed to W c,·.
2.3. WS smooths landscape
We will show that WS is able to make the loss landscape
smoother. Specifically, we show that optimizing L on W
has smaller Lipschitz constants on both the loss and the gra-
dients than optimizing L on Wˆ . Lipschitz constant of a
function f is the value of L if f satisfies |f(x1)− f(x2)| ≤
L‖x1 − x2‖, ∀x1, x2. For the loss and gradients, f will
be L and ∇WL, and x will be W . Smaller Lipschitz con-
stants on the loss and gradients mean that the changes of
the loss and the gradients during training will be bounded
more. They will provide more confidence when the opti-
mizer takes a big step in the gradient direction as the gra-
dient direction will vary less within the range of the step.
In other words, the optimizer can take longer steps without
worrying about sudden changes of the loss landscape and
gradients. Therefore, WS is able to accelerate training.
Effects of WS on the Lipschitz constant of the loss
Here, we show that both Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 are able to reduce
the Lipschitz constant of the loss. We first study Eq. 8:∥∥∇W˙ c,·L∥∥2 = 1σ2Wc,·
(∥∥∇Wˆ c,·L∥∥2+
1
I2
〈
Wˆ c,·,∇Wˆ c,·L
〉2(〈Wˆ c,·, Wˆ c,·〉 − 2I)) (10)
By Eq. 6, we know that ‖Wˆ c,·‖2 = I . Then,∥∥∇W˙ c,·L∥∥2 = 1σ2Wc,·
(∥∥∇Wˆ c,·L∥∥2− (11)
1
I
〈
Wˆ c,·,∇Wˆ c,·L
〉2)
(12)
Since we assume that this convolutional layer is followed
by a normalization layer such as BN or GN, the effect of
1/σ2Wc,· will be canceled. Therefore, the real effect on the
gradient norm is the reduction
1
I
〈
Wˆ c,·,∇Wˆ c,·L
〉2
, which
reduces the Lipschitz constant of the loss.
Next, we study the effect of Eq. 9. By definition,∥∥∇W c,·L∥∥2 = ∥∥∇W˙ c,·L∥∥2 − 1I 〈1,∇W˙ c,·L〉2 (13)
By Eq. 8, we rewrite the second term:
1
I
〈1,∇W˙ c,·L〉2 =
1
I · σ2Wc,·
(
〈1,∇Wˆ c,·L〉
−1
I
〈Wˆ c,·,∇Wˆ c,·L〉 · 〈1, Wˆ c,·〉
)2 (14)
Since 〈1, Wˆ c,·〉 = 0, we have∥∥∇W c,·L∥∥2 = ∥∥∇W˙ c,·L∥∥2 − 1I · σ2Wc,· 〈1,∇Wˆ c,·L〉2
(15)
Summarizing the effects of Eq. 8 and 9 on the Lipschitz
constant of the loss: ignoring 1/σ2Wc,· , Eq. 8 reduces it by
1
I
〈
Wˆ c,·,∇Wˆ c,·L
〉2
, and Eq. 9 reduces 1I 〈1,∇Wˆ c,·L〉2.
Although both Eq. 8 and 9 reduce the Lipschitz constant,
their real effects depend the statistics of the weights and
the gradients. For example, the reduction effect of Eq. 9
depends on the average gradients on Wˆ . As for Eq. 8, note
that 〈1, Wˆ c,·〉 = 0, its effect might be limited when Wˆ c,· is
evenly distributed around 0. To understand their real effects,
we conduct a case study on ResNet-50 trained on ImageNet
to see which one of Eq. 5 and 6 has bigger effects or they
contribute similarly to smoothing the landscape.
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Figure 4. Training ResNet-50 on ImageNet with GN, Eq. 5 and 6. The left and the middle figures show the training dynamics. The right
figure shows the reduction percentages on the Lipschitz constant. Note that the y-axis of the right figure is in log scale.
Case Study on ResNet-50 Before the Lipschitzness study
on the gradients, we first show a case study where we
train ResNet-50 models on ImageNet following the con-
ventional training procedure [12]. In total, we train four
models, including ResNet-50 with GN, ResNet-50 with
GN+Eq. 5, ResNet-50 with GN+Eq. 6 and ResNet-50 with
GN+Eq. 5&6. The training dynamics are shown in Fig. 4,
from which we observe that Eq. 6 slightly improves the
training speed and performances of models with or without
Eq. 5 while the major improvements are from Eq. 5. This
observation motivates us to study the real effects of Eq. 5
and 6. To investigate this, we take a look at the values of
1
I
〈
Wˆ c,·,∇Wˆ c,·L
〉2
, and 1I 〈1,∇Wˆ c,·L〉2 during training.
To compute the two values above, we gather and save
the intermediate gradients ∇Wˆ c,·L, and the weights for
the convolution Wˆ c,·. In total, we train ResNet-50 with
GN, Eq. 5 and 6 for 90 epochs, and we save the gra-
dients and the weights of the first training iteration of
each epoch. The right figure of Fig. 4 shows the average
percentages of 1I
〈
Wˆ c,·,∇Wˆ c,·L
〉2
, 1I 〈1,∇Wˆ c,·L〉2, and
σ2W c,·‖∇W c,·L‖2. From the right figure we can see that
1
I
〈
Wˆ c,·,∇Wˆ c,·L
〉2
is small compared with other two com-
ponents (< 0.02). In other words, although Eq. 6 decreases
the gradient norm regardless of the statistics of the weights
and gradients, its real effect is limited due to the distribution
of Wˆ c,· and∇Wˆ c,·L. Nevertheless, from the left figures we
can see that Eq. 6 still improves the training. Since Eq. 6 re-
quires very little computations, we will keep it in WS.
Effects of WS on the Lipschitz constant of the gradients
From the experiments above, we observe that the training
speed boost is mainly due to Eq. 5. As the effect of Eq. 6
is limited, in this section, we only study the effect of Eq. 5
on the Hessian of W c,· and W˙ c,·. Here, we will show that
Eq. 5 decreases the Frobenius norm of the Hessian matrix
of the weights, i.e., ‖∇2W c,·L‖F ≤ ‖∇2W˙ c,·L‖F . With
smaller Frobenius norm, the gradients of W c,· are more
predictable, thus the loss is smoother and easier to optimize.
We useH and H˙ to denote the Hessian matrices ofW c,·
and W˙ c,·, respectively, i.e.,
Hi,j =
∂2L
∂W c,i∂W c,j
, H˙i,j =
∂2L
∂W˙ c,i∂W˙ c,j
(16)
We first derive the relationship between Hi,j and H˙i,j :
Hi,j = H˙i,j − 1
I
I∑
k=1
(H˙i,k + H˙k,j) +
1
I2
I∑
p=1
I∑
q=1
H˙p,q
(17)
Note that
I∑
i=1
I∑
j=1
Hi,j = 0 (18)
Therefore, Eq. 5 not only zero-centers the feedforwarding
outputs and the back-propagated gradients, but also the Hes-
sian matrix. Next, we compute its Frobenius norm:
‖H‖F =
I∑
i=1
I∑
j=1
H2i,j
=‖H˙‖F + 1
I2
( I∑
i=1
I∑
j=1
H˙i,j
)2
− 1
I
I∑
i=1
( I∑
j=1
H˙i,j
)2
− 1
I
I∑
j=1
( I∑
i=1
H˙i,j
)2
≤‖H˙‖F − 1
I2
( I∑
i=1
I∑
j=1
H˙i,j
)2
(19)
As shown in Eq. 19, Eq. 5 reduces the Frobenius norm of the
Hessian matrix by at least
(∑I
i=1
∑I
j=1 H˙i,j
)2
/I2, which
makes the gradients more predictable than directly optimiz-
ing on the weights of the convolutional layer.
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Figure 5. Training and validation error rates of ResNet and ResNeXt on ImageNet. The comparison is between GN baseline [42] and GN +
WS. Our method WS not only significantly improves the training speed, it also lowers the error rates of the final models by a large margin.
Method – Batch Size BN [17] – 64 / 32 SN [26] – 1 GN [42] – 1 BN+WS – 64 / 32 GN+WS – 1
Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5
ResNet-50 [12] 24.30 7.19 25.00 – 24.81 7.46 23.76 7.13 23.72 6.99
ResNet-101 [12] 22.44 6.21 – – 24.82 7.56 21.89 6.01 22.10 6.07
Table 1. Error rates of ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 on ImageNet. ResNet-50 models with BN are trained with batch size 64 per GPU, and
ResNet-101 models with BN are trained with 32 images per GPU. Other normalization methods are trained with 1 image per GPU.
Method Top-1 Method Top-1
LN [3] 27.22 LN+WS 24.60
IN [40] 29.49 IN+WS 28.24
GN [42] 24.81 GN+WS 23.72
BN [17] 24.30 BN+WS 23.76
GN+WN [36] 25.09 GN+WS+AF 29.43
GN+WS+MO 23.96 GN+WS+DO 24.60
Table 2. Top-1 error rates of ResNet-50 on ImageNet with dif-
ferent normalization methods. GN+WS+AF: GN+WS with affine
transformation on weights. GN+WS+MO: GN+WS with Eq. 5.
GN+WS+DO: GN+WS with Eq. 6. All models except BN are
trained with batch size 1 per GPU. BN models are trained with
batch size 64 per GPU.
3. Experimental Results
In this section, we will present the experimental results,
including image classification on ImageNet [35], object de-
tection and instance segmentation on COCO [22], video
recognition on Something-SomethingV1 dataset [8], se-
mantic segmentation on PASCAL VOC [6], and point cloud
classification on ModelNet40 [43].
3.1. Image Classification on ImageNet
ImageNet dataset is a large-scale image classification
dataset. There are about 1.28 million training samples
and 50K validation images. It has 1000 categories, each
has roughly 1300 training images and exactly 50 validation
samples. Table 2 shows the top-1 error rates of ResNet-50
on ImageNet when it is trained with different normalization
methods, including Layer Normalization [3], Instance Nor-
malization [40], Group Normalization [42] and Batch Nor-
malization. From Table 2, we can see that when the batch
Method GN [42] GN+WS [42]
Batch Size = 1 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5
ResNeXt-50 [44] 25.73 8.13 22.71 6.38
ResNeXt-101 [44] 29.84 10.77 21.80 6.03
Table 3. ResNeXt-50 and ResNeXt-101 on ImageNet. All models
are trained with batch size 1 per GPU.
size is limited to 1, GN+WS is able to achieve performances
comparable to BN with large batch size. Therefore, we will
use GN+WS for micro-batch training because GN shows
the best results among all the normalization methods that
can be trained with 1 image per GPU. Table 2 also shows
WS with affine transformation, which harms the training.
Table 1 shows our major experimental results on the Im-
ageNet dataset [35]. Note that Table 1 only shows the er-
ror rates of ResNet-50 and ResNet-101. This is to compare
with the previous work that focus on micro-batch training
problem, e.g. Switchable Normalization [26] and Group
Normalization [42]. We run all the experiments using the
official PyTorch implementations of the layers except for
SN [26] which are the performances reported in their pa-
per. This makes sure that all the experimental results are
comparable, and our improvements are reproducible.
In Table 3, we also provide the experimental results
on ResNeXt [44], and the comparisons of the training
curves of ResNet and ResNeXt trained with different nor-
malization methods are shown in Fig. 5. Here, we show
the performance comparisons between ResNeXt+GN and
ResNeXt+GN+WS. Note that GN originally did not provide
results on ResNeXt. Without tuning the hyper-parameters
in the Group Normalization layers, we use 32 groups for
Method Backbone APb APb.5 APb.75 APbl AP
b
m APbs APm APm.5 APm.75 APml AP
m
m APms
GN ResNet-50 39.86 60.55 43.60 51.78 42.53 24.48 35.80 57.66 38.06 52.71 38.18 17.54
SN ResNet-50 40.43 61.06 44.22 52.34 43.71 24.09 35.71 57.80 37.61 52.16 38.81 16.27
GN+WS ResNet-50 40.81 61.59 44.78 52.69 43.94 23.48 36.51 58.53 38.93 53.48 39.33 16.64
GN ResNet-101 39.68 60.35 43.01 51.45 42.75 22.63 35.66 57.36 37.95 52.51 38.02 16.21
GN+WS ResNet-101 42.73 63.62 46.78 55.94 46.07 25.67 37.92 60.35 40.72 56.28 40.64 18.16
GN ResNeXt-50 39.49 60.38 42.89 51.50 42.08 23.86 35.41 57.07 38.02 52.25 37.84 17.09
GN+WS ResNeXt-50 42.00 63.01 45.65 54.10 45.25 25.69 37.28 59.93 39.91 54.35 40.01 18.76
GN ResNeXt-101 36.36 56.78 39.01 48.38 38.67 20.84 32.68 53.74 34.07 49.48 34.10 14.95
GN+WS ResNeXt-101 43.12 64.15 47.11 56.39 47.19 25.49 38.34 61.07 40.82 56.08 41.73 18.32
Table 4. Detection and segmentation results on COCO [22] using Mask R-CNN [10] and FPN [23] with ResNet [12] and ResNeXt
(32x4d) [44] as backbone. The normalization methods, i.e. GN [42], SN [26], and GN+WS, are used in both the backbone and the heads.
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Figure 6. The training loss of Faster R-CNN (F *) and Mask R-
CNN (M *) with different backbones and normalization methods.
each of them which is the default configuration for ResNet
that GN was originally proposed for. ResNeXt-50 and 101
are 32x4d. We train the models for 100 epochs with batch
size set to 1 and iteration size set to 32. As the table shows,
the performance of GN on training ResNeXt is unsatisfac-
tory: they perform even worse than the original ResNets.
Especially for ResNeXt-101, the performance difference is
large between GN and BN. In the same setting, WS is able
to make the training of ResNeXt a lot easier. This enables
ResNeXt to train with GN in Mask R-CNN [10] and Faster
R-CNN [34], which we will discuss in the next subsection.
Here, we list the hyper-parameters used for getting all
those results. For all models, the learning rate is set to 0.1
initially, and is multiplied by 0.1 after every 30 epochs. We
use SGD to train the models, where the weight decay is set
to 0.0001 and the momentum is set to 0.9. For ResNet-
50 with BN or BN+WS, the training batch is set to 256
for 4 GPUs. Without synchronized BN [30], the effective
batch size is 64. For other ResNet-50 where batch size is 1
per GPU, we set the iteration size to 64, i.e., the gradients
are averaged across every 64 iterations and then one step is
taken. This is to ensure fair comparisons because by do-
ing so the total numbers of parameter updates are the same
Method Backbone AP AP.5 AP.75 APl APm APs
GN RN-50 37.98 59.05 41.27 49.47 40.87 22.42
SN RN-50 38.04 60.68 40.87 48.41 41.50 23.46
GN+WS RN-50 39.36 60.77 42.56 51.09 42.31 23.57
GN RN-101 37.59 58.49 40.80 49.02 40.65 21.53
GN+WS RN-101 41.32 63.07 45.07 53.17 45.39 24.82
GN RX-50 36.62 57.67 39.57 47.57 39.03 21.73
GN+WS RX-50 40.25 61.97 43.54 52.18 43.56 24.06
GN RX-101 33.28 53.92 35.47 43.98 35.67 18.63
GN+WS RX-101 41.90 63.85 45.38 53.94 45.52 25.51
Table 5. Detection results on COCO using Faster R-CNN [34] and
FPN with GN, SN and GN+WS as normalization methods.
even if their batch sizes are different. We train ResNet-50
with different normalization techniques for 90 epochs. For
ResNet-101, we set the batch size to 128 because some of
the models will use more than 12GB per GPU when setting
their batch size to 256. In total, we train all ResNet-101
models for 100 epochs. Similarly, we set the iteration size
for models trained with 1 image per GPU to be 32 in order
to compensate for the total numbers of parameter updates.
3.2. Object Detection and Segmentation on COCO
Unlike image classification on ImageNet where we could
afford large batch training when the models are not too big,
object detection and segmentation on COCO [22] usually
use 1 or 2 images per GPU for training due to the high reso-
lution. Given the good performances of our method on Ima-
geNet which are comparable to the large-batch BN training,
we expect that our method is able to significantly improve
the performances on COCO because of the training setting.
We use a PyTorch-based Mask R-CNN framework1 for
all the experiments except for SN [26] where we use their
official PyTorch implementations. We take the models pre-
trained on ImageNet, fine-tune them on COCO train2017
1https://github.com/facebookresearch/maskrcnn-benchmark
Method Backbone #Frame Top-1 Top-5
GN ResNet-50 8 42.07 73.20
GN+WS ResNet-50 8 44.26 75.51
BN ResNet-50 8 44.30 74.53
BN+WS ResNet-50 8 46.49 76.46
Table 6. Comparing video recognition accuracy of TSM [21] with
different normalization methods on Something-SomethingV1 [8].
set, and test them on COCO val2017 set. To maximize the
comparison fairness, we use the models we pre-trained on
ImageNet instead of downloading the pre-trained models
available online except for SN for which we use the down-
loaded models SN(8,1) per the instructions on their official
GitHub website. We use 4 GPUs to train the models and
apply the learning rate schedules for all models following
the practice used in the Mask R-CNN framework our work
is based on. We use 1X learning rate schedule for Faster
R-CNN and 2X learning rate schedule for Mask R-CNN.
For ResNet-50 and ResNeXt-50, we use 2 images per GPU
to train the models, and for ResNet-101 and ResNeXt-101
we use 1 image per GPU because the models cannot fit in
12GB GPU memory. We then adapt the learning rates and
the training steps accordingly. The configurations we run
use FPN [23] and a 4conv1fc bounding box head. All the
training procedures strictly follow their original settings.
Table 5 reports the Average Precision (AP) of Faster R-
CNN trained with different methods and Table 4 reports
the Average Precision for bounding box (APb) and instance
segmentation (APm). From the two tables, we can observe
results similar to those on ImageNet. GN has limited per-
formance improvements when it is used on more compli-
cated architectures such as ResNet-101, ResNeXt-50 and
ResNeXt-101. But when we add our method to GN, we
are able to train the models much better. The improve-
ments become more significant when the network complex-
ity increases. Considering nowadays deep networks are be-
coming deeper and wider, having a normalization technique
such as our WS will ease the training a lot without worrying
about the memory and batch size issues.
3.3. Video Recognition on Something-Something
In this subsection, we show the results of applying our
method on video recognition on Something-SomethingV1
dataset [8]. Something-SomethingV1 is a video dataset
which includes a large number of video clips that show hu-
mans performing pre-defined basic actions. The dataset has
86,017 clips for training and 11,522 clips for validation.
We use the state-of-the-art method TSM [21] for video
recognition, which uses a ResNet-50 with BN as its back-
bone network. The codes are based on TRN [47] and then
adapted to TSM. The reimplementation is different from
the original TSM [21]: we use models pre-trained on Ima-
Method Backbone Mean IOU
GN ResNet-101 74.90
GN+WS ResNet-101 77.20
BN ResNet-101 76.49
BN+WS ResNet-101 77.15
Table 7. Semantic segmentation performance of DeepLabv3 [5] on
PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set. Output stride is 16, without
multi-scale or flipping when testing.
geNet rather than Kinetics dataset [18] as the starting points.
Then, we fine-tune the pre-trained models on Something-
SomethingV1 for 45 epochs. The batch size is set to 32 for
4 GPUs, and the learning rate is initially set to 0.0125, then
divided by 10 at the 26th and the 36th epochs. The batch
normalization layers are not fixed during training. With all
the changes, the reimplemented TSM-BN achieves top-1/5
accuracy 44.30/74.53, higher than 43.4/73.2 originally re-
ported in the paper.
Then, we compare the performances when different nor-
malization methods are used in training TSM. Table 6
shows the top-1/5 accuracies of TSM when trained with
GN, GN+WS, BN and BN+WS. From the table we can see
that WS increases the top-1 accuracy about 2% for both
GN and BN. The improvements help GN to cache up the
performances of BN, and boost BN to even better accura-
cies, which roughly match the performances of the ensem-
ble TSM with 24 frames reported in the paper.
3.4. Semantic Segmentation on PASCAL VOC
We continue to show the general applicability of Weight
Standardization on the task of semantic image segmenta-
tion. Specifically, we choose PASCAL VOC 2012 [6],
which contains 21 categories including background. Fol-
lowing common practice, the training set is augmented by
the annotations provided in [9], resulting in 10,582 images.
We select DeepLabv3 [5] as the base model for its com-
petitive performance and use ResNet-101 as backbone. We
finetune from the respective ImageNet checkpoint. Our
reimplementation follows every detail, including 16 batch
size, 513 image crop size, 0.007 learning rate with poly-
nomial decay, 30K training iterations, except that we use
multi-grid (1, 1, 1) instead of (1, 2, 4). During testing,
we stick to output stride 16 and do not use multi-scale or
left-right flip of input images. As shown in Table 7, BN
achieves 76.49% mean IOU, which aligns with the num-
bers reported in [5]. Adding WS improves upon BN and
GN by 0.66% and 2.30%, respectively. This is further ev-
idence that our Weight Standardization also works well for
dense image prediction tasks.
Method Mean Class Accuracy Overall Accuracy
GN 87.0 89.7
GN+WS 88.8 91.2
BN 89.3 91.7
BN+WS 89.6 92.0
Table 8. Dynamic Graph CNN [41] on ModelNet40 [43].
3.5. Point Cloud Classification on ModelNet40
Here, we show the generalizability of our method to
point cloud classification by evaluating our method on Mod-
elNet40 [43], which contains 40 categories of CAD models,
including 9,843 shapes for training and 2,468 for testing.
We follow the state-of-the-art method DGCNN [41] and
use authors’ implementation2 for all our experiments. All
the settings are kept exactly the same as the implementation.
As in [42], we replace all BNs with GNs. The best number
of groups is 16 based on our grid search and it is fixed for
all experiments.
Table 8 shows that applying WS to GN improves 1.8%
and 1.5% respectively on mean class accuracy and overall
accuracy. BN+WS further improves 0.3% over BN. This
demonstrates that WS also works beyond grid-based CNNs.
4. Related Work
Deep neural networks achieve state-of-the-arts in many
vision tasks [4, 14, 20, 25, 31, 32, 39, 46]. Data normal-
ization is widely used for speed up training through proper
initialization based on the assumption of the data distri-
bution [7, 11]. However, as training evolves, the normal-
ization effects of initialization may fade away. To ensure
normalization throughout the entire training process, Batch
Normalization [17] was proposed to perform normaliza-
tion along the batch dimension, and now is a fundamen-
tal component in many state-of-the-art deep networks for
its fast training speed and superior performances. Despite
its great success, BN’s performances can dramatically drop
when the batch size is reduced or when the data statistics do
not support mini-batch training. To explore other dimen-
sions [2, 33], Layer Normalization [3] normalizes data on
the channel dimension, Instance Normalization [40] per-
forms BN for each sample individually, and Group Nor-
malization [42] finds a better middle point between Layer
Normalization and Instance Normalization. However, all of
them have difficulty matching the performances of BN.
To alleviates BN’s issue when the batches become small,
BR [16] constrains the statistics of BN within a certain
range to reduce their drift when the batch size is not suf-
ficiently large, and [30] proposes synchronized BN which
synchronizes statistics across multiple GPUs through engi-
2https://github.com/WangYueFt/dgcnn
neering. Yet, none of them solve the BN’s issues because
they still rely on batch knowledge.
Weight Normalization [36] is close to our method in that
it also considers weights instead of activations for normal-
ization. But as we have shown in the paper, zero center-
ing weights and gradients is the key to the success of our
method instead of the division-based normalization. We
have also provided the comparison with it in the experi-
ments, and our method outperform it by a very large margin.
To fully solve BN’s issues, many researchers study the
underlying mechanism of BN. To name a few, [15] shows
that BN is able to make optimization trajectories more ro-
bust to the parameter initialization. [28] shows that net-
works with BN have better generalization properties be-
cause they tend to rely less on single directions of activa-
tions. [19] explores the effect of length-direction decou-
pling used in BN and [36]. [27] focuses on the generaliza-
tion properties of BN by studying its regularization effects.
[45] proposes a mean field theory for BN to study the gra-
dient explosion issues. [1] provides theoretical analysis on
the auto learning rate tuning property of BN. Our work is
based on [37] which shows that BN reduces the Lipschitz
constants of the loss and the gradients.
Recently, Luo et al. [26] use the idea of AutoML [24, 48]
to learn how to combine IN, LN, and BN to get a new nor-
malization method. Shao et al. [38] extend [26] by learning
a sparse switchable normalization, which is more similar to
other AutoML techniques. Since these methods study nor-
malization on activations, our method can also be applied to
networks that use them. Due to the time limit, we only ap-
ply WS to pre-defined normalization and leave the learned
normalization to the future work.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel normalization method
Weight Standardization, which is motivated by a recent re-
sult [37] that shows the smoothing effects of BN on activa-
tions. Similar to BN that smooths loss landscape by normal-
izing activations, our method further smooths the loss land-
scape by standardizing the weights in convolutional layers.
With our proposed WS, the performances of normalization
methods that do not require batch knowledge are improved
by a very large margin.
We study WS from both theoretical and experimental
viewpoints. On the theoretical side, we investigate the
smoothing effects of WS on the loss landscape. We have
shown that WS reduces the Lipschitz constants of the loss
and the gradients. On the experimental side, we have done
comprehensive experiments to show the effectiveness of our
WS. The results show that WS+GN with batch size 1 is
able to match the performances of BN with large batch sizes
when large batch is available, and significantly improve the
performances when only micro-batch training is available.
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